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BEYOND BAD FAITH: CULTURAL 
CRITICISM AND INSTRUMENTALITY

Alastair Morrison

What does it mean to think about cultural forms instrumentally? Most 
versions of cultural materialism would dispose us to accept that a poem 
or a religious affiliation or a common trope of casual speech can have 
some shaping or directing effect on the action of those it reaches. To cal-
culate this effect poses certain difficulties. Notwithstanding the venerable 
Humean idea that causation is never proven, only inferred after the fact, 
there are special problems when the agents we are trying to trace, through 
complex mediation, are thoughts, feelings, or aesthetic experiences. Yet 
this situation is easily treated as more disabling than it is. Scholars outside 
the humanities often approach these same phenomena as valid objects for 
causal hypothesis.1 Rather than a difference in epistemological security, 
what separates inferences about reader response in literary studies from 
inferences based on surveys about consumer preference, political outlook, 
or health-related behavior is precisely the premise of instrumental appli-
cation: when there is a goal in view, like the generation of electoral or 
corporate or healthcare policy, a degree of uncertainty about behavioral 
cause seems both inevitable and tolerable. For anyone who has tried to 
use aesthetic form persuasively or who has much considered the history 
of such efforts, this will seem obvious. The cli-fi novel may be dismissed 
as preachy and manipulative, the race-baiting speech panned as disin-
genuous non-sequitur, but often not, or not by everyone, and the partial 
unpredictability of this result does not in the abstract rule out the hazard. 
Saying so would rule out the whole human effort of persuasion.

According to powerful traditions of Anglophone humanistic thought, 
however, there are more serious problems than epistemology. In the view 
of many, to attempt functional guesswork about what culture “does”—
and, certainly, to attempt its deployment not for its own sake but in order 
to bring about a specified state of affairs—is to betray exactly the values 
that “culture” was hypostatized to represent. In the classic accounts, the 
antinomies appear with English romanticism; Robert Southey’s descrip-
tion of a bad modernity, where “in came calculation, and out went 
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feeling,” makes it hard to imagine calculation about feeling as a friendly 
act.2 Southey is one of the originators of the “cultural” tradition laid out in 
Raymond Williams’s 1959 Culture and Society, which ran from Burke and 
the Romantics through Arnold and Carlisle up to and including Culture 
and Society itself. While historicizing the distinctions that Southey took as 
natural, Williams too argued that, just as the values of bourgeois industrial-
ism had crowded out those of other ways of life, the concept of culture had 
been too much put upon by norms of instrumental reason. Commentators 
of a more instrumental bent have echoed this sense of incompatibility. In 
Culture/Metaculture (2000), Francis Mulhern complains that the tradi-
tion of cultural politics—largely the one laid out and then continued by 
Williams—fails to actually attain the political in any consequential sense.3 
Since then, Sean McCann and Michael Szalay made similar complaints 
about the tradition of cultural politics in the United States.4

This essay has both archival and polemical ambitions. Its most imme-
diate objective is to show that, despite general inference to the contrary, 
parts of this culture-tradition have always been instrumental. Focusing 
on the work of Matthew Arnold and T. S. Eliot, I will show an instru-
mental interest in religion—as a source of philanthropy, solidarity, and 
social order in the face of various kinds of modernization—that compli-
cates the binaristic picture sketched above. Arnold, writing at the crisis 
point of Victorian doubt, promoted adherence to the national church on 
openly worldly and temporal grounds, though to do so he had to derogate 
the idea, widely held by British Christians, that the metaphysical truth of 
Christianity outweighed such practical considerations. Eliot, in a career 
of apologetics followed in conscious emendation of Arnold’s, offered a 
similarly effectual sense of Christianity’s value but enfolded this valuation 
within a model of cultural holism that forbade individual acts of if/then 
calculation, avoiding the appearance of bad faith. Eliot’s holism, I will 
show, becomes part of Raymond Williams’s conception of the agency of 
the cultural, despite Williams’s lack of interest in the specifically religious 
project that compelled it. In brief, the rhetorical difficulty of instrumen-
talizing religion drives instrumental calculation underground.

In polemical terms, the point of this story is not that the party of “cul-
ture” used the façades of anti-instrumentalism or impersonality to do 
backhanded political work. Versions of that argument have been made by 
Michael Tratner, John Xiros Cooper, and David Lloyd and Paul Thomas 
among others, and some of these protests reiterate the implication that 
culture has no business seeking practical consequence, if only by find-
ing in consternation that it has done so.5 Without reiterating categori-
cal worries about instrumentality qua instrumentality, I want to suggest 
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that, via Williams’s influence on disciplines of literary and cultural study, 
the efforts detailed here have misinformed our sense of what it means 
to think in causal terms about culture. The apprehension that instru-
mental speculation defaces its object has some grounds with regard to 
metaphysical Christianity, but has been transferred to a far wider range 
of cultural cause-and-effect scenarios, scenarios that do not require or jus-
tify it. Recognizing its peculiar origins may make it easier to avoid this 
sense in the future. I conclude by arguing that instrumental assessment, 
once disentangled from the local issues of bad faith considered here, has 
an important role to play in the future of politically oriented criticism. 
This role is all the more important as discussions of postcritique raise new 
questions about the legitimacy of analytic distance.

Arnold and Distance

Matthew Arnold is almost always described as inconsistent, and this 
description is almost always a compliment. Lionel Trilling wrote that the 
“complex unity” in Arnold was “organic and not mechanical,” that Arnold 
“had a passionate dislike of system” and “cherished the modulation of his 
opinions.”6 In his introduction to essays by John Stuart Mill, F. R. Leavis 
positioned Mill as a more systematic thinker than Arnold but also as there-
fore inferior to him in his contribution to English letters. For Stefan Collini, 
Arnold avoids the “pitfalls of systematic abstraction,” relying on the more 
instantial “quality of ‘judgment’ [which] is one of the things we value 
Arnold for.”7 The politics of these encomia are quite clear. They define 
Arnold in contrast to the deadeningly practical utilitarianism of people like 
Mill and celebrate him as part of, in one version or another, the same tradi-
tion of anti-instrumental culture laid out by Raymond Williams.

Arnold was, in many places, a proponent of judging a practice or position 
by criteria other than those internal to it. This is the practice he famously 
describes as “Hellenic” in Culture and Anarchy, and it made him an incom-
plete champion of even the cultural formations he praised most regularly. 
His critiques of British liberalism, for instance, do not arise from any accep-
tance of Tory political principles, nor indeed of socialist principles. Even 
Hellenism was not to be taken as an unlimited end in itself. But while this 
kind of detachment may often have made Arnold idiosyncratic, it need not 
have made him inconsistent. We could take the sport of football, to which 
growing popularity in the 1860s Culture and Anarchy makes an oblique ref-
erence. If one joins a football team in order to become physically fit, one is 
pursuing objectives at a remove from those internal to the game, namely 
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winning or playing well. This ulterior motive may be disappointing or con-
fusing to others whose interest in the game is less instrumental. But this 
does not make it an incoherent or self-defeating reason to play football. As 
long as the internal and ulterior objectives converge (as long as playing well 
does not require you to injure yourself), it does not matter which receives 
priority. If Arnold is inconsistent, it is not because of his practice of valua-
tive detachment but because of one of that practice’s most frequent objects, 
something which imposed strains on it that football does not: belief.

Within Williams’s cultural tradition, Arnold stands in noteworthy  
contrast to other early figures for whom cultural forms were not instru-
mental means but non-negotiable ends. In Wordsworth’s “The Old 
Cumberland Beggar,” which was part of the second edition of the Lyrical 
Ballads in 1800, readers are presented with an old man, dependent on 
public charity. The poem warns against his deportation to any “HOUSE, 
misnamed of INDUSTRY,” but not because he would be worse off there. 
Rather than a person with whose well-being we might be concerned, 
or even an agent to the well-being of others, the beggar “keeps alive the 
kindly mood in hearts,” functioning as a stimulus to virtue which seems 
to be an end in itself.8 While literary anti-industrialism of this kind often 
does contain a strong humanitarian claim, the preferred social arrange-
ment (almost always rural, feudal patronage) is typically justified by an 
intrinsic proposition—by the claim that it is the most beautiful or most 
pious or most natural way—rather than because it is the best agent to 
human welfare in any demonstrable sense. The possibility that people 
might be less unhappy in the newer world doesn't need to be disproved. It 
would be insufficient even if true.

In “The Function of Criticism at the Present Time” (1865), Arnold 
offers his own polemical contrast of the urban and the pastoral. Turning 
derisively from a survey of self-satisfied proclamations of British excel-
lence, he recounts a crime reported in a newspaper:

“A shocking child murder has just been committed at 
Nottingham. A girl named Wragg left the workhouse there 
on Saturday morning with her young illegitimate child. 
The child was soon afterwards found dead on Mapperly 
Hills, having been strangled. Wragg is in custody.”

Arnold draws great attention to the ugliness of the woman’s surname, to 
the brutality of the final sentence which cuts off both sex and given name, 
and to the dismal industrial canvas upon which the newspaper passage 
sketches its principals. He notes, characteristically, that they had not such 
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names in ancient Greece. Taken at its worst, this is moral impressionism, 
with Arnold rating phenomena by how they please him as a spectator and 
failing completely to draw the essential distinction between the scenario of 
poverty and violence described and the merely unappealing quality (in his 
view) of Anglo-Saxon names and the Nottingham cityscape. When read 
more charitably, however, Arnold offers a statement about how impres-
sionistic qualities effect moral commitment. “There is profit for the spirit,” 
he writes, gesturing back to the encomia for modern Britain, “in such 
contrasts as this.”9 If readers could be embarrassed by the story of Wragg, 
they might be driven to do something about it, and the readiest source of 
embarrassment, for better or worse, seems to lie in the aesthetic difference 
between this scene and those of pastoral Greece, and the accompanying, 
undermining effect on comfortable proclamations of British excellence.10

Instrumentality and Bad Faith

The situation changes, however, when the instrument to hand is Christian 
belief, at least as it was widely understood in the context relevant to 
Arnold. The discussion of Wragg avoids difficulties more apparent in 
Arnold’s comparison of Christianity and Judaism in Culture and Anarchy:

As the old law and the network of prescriptions with which 
it enveloped human life were evidently a motive power not 
driving and searching enough to produce the result aimed 
at,—patient continuance in well doing, self-conquest—
Christianity substituted for them boundless devotion to 
that inspiring and affecting pattern of self-conquest offered 
by Christ.11

The decision in favor of Christianity is a perfunctory chauvinism; no 
one can believe that Arnold was ever open to a finding other than the 
one he announces. But, inasmuch as we can take “the result aimed at” to 
mean Arnold's own practical social objectives and not the professed goals 
of Christians themselves, there is at least the premise here of a radically 
instrumental way of evaluating and defending a cultural formation.12 The 
claim is about rhetorical and psychological efficacy rather than truth or 
rightness; the Christian story is simply a useful way of procuring human 
happiness and social well-being. Arnold’s passive-voice reference to “the 
result aimed at,” however, occludes a crucial difference. Aimed at by 
whom? The objectives of well doing and self-conquest, in effect of good 
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behavior, are quite distinct from the metaphysical and salvific imperatives 
of the early Christianity Arnold is writing about. Granting primacy to 
the more temporal set of objectives may help justify Christianity to those 
who do not accept its internal rationales (obviously, Arnold’s real worry in 
1868 is mass atheism, not mass Judaism). But the weighing is incompat-
ible with Christianity for anyone who actually believes in it, and as such 
undercuts exactly the same motivating force it hopes to harness.

Arnold’s religious criticism, which defends the vision of Christianity 
that Arnold thought would be most “perfecting” for nineteenth-century 
Britain, is an extended struggle with this impasse. That struggle falls into 
two modes. One of these is the denial that the impasse exists:

The moment in the sphere of the religious life undue 
prominence is given to the intellectual ideas which are here 
but accessories, the moment the first place is not given to 
the emotional, that moment the essence of the religious life 
is violated.13

Here Arnold is arguing, as in Culture and Anarchy, that the dogmatic bag-
gage of religion is merely a means towards quite worldly ends and also 
that this point of view is compatible with “the sphere of the religious life” 
itself. He is arguing, in other words, against the idea just suggested, that 
religious affiliations are less friendly to conscious instrumentalization 
than other aspects of culture, like the literary or aesthetic. This “poeti-
zation” of faith, partly because it is easy to square with Arnold’s larger 
privileging of Hellenism over Hebraism (or flexible inquest over fixed 
and absolute values) and partly because it was so controversial, has come 
to stand for Arnold’s religious writings in sum. To succeeding genera-
tions of Christian belle-lettristes in Britain—George Saintsbury, G. K. 
Chesterton, C. S. Lewis—Arnold’s name stood for an attempt to sub-
tract from religious life everything that made it religious. Perhaps most 
authoritative was the rebuke of F. H. Bradley: “Religion is more than 
morality. In the religious consciousness we find the belief, however vague 
and indistinct, in an object, a not-myself.”14

Taken abstractly, Bradley’s objection might be only semantic, a ques-
tion of the synonymy of “religion” as a causative instrument with “belief.” 
There is no inconsistency in the idea that hymn-singing, cathedral archi-
tecture, and the humanistic reading of the Bible should be decoupled 
from metaphysical credence or that, in the absence of such credence, these 
things might still be shaping or motivating. It is worth considering Stefan 
Collini’s suggestion that Arnold’s poetizing move was an attempt to save 
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religious sensibilities from being “disproven” by historical and scientific 
inquest.15 It might even be worth thinking of Arnold as a kind of post-
secularist avant la lettre, tending towards the view of religion as “embod-
ied practice” now stressed by Saba Mahmoud, Talal Asad, Charles 
Hirschkind, and others, and like them eager to save it from a genealogi-
cally Protestant emphasis on the propositional.

But it also seems to signal that Arnold—perhaps not unlike some 
contemporary postsecularists—was himself unsatisfied with the pros-
pect that religious life should lose its binding reference to divine truth. 
For the other significant mode in Arnold’s religious writing is the effort 
to minimalize, or even to ridicule, any possible source of public religious 
doubt. Arnold’s 1863 review of John Colenso's Critical Examination of 
the Pentateuch is a useful example. Colenso had alleged the impossibility 
of several numerical assertions in the Torah. Arnold called this point 
“a purely negative one” that contributed nothing to the enlightenment 
of the educated (who, he does not quite say, would not have believed 
literally in the Torah anyway) nor anything to the edification of the 
uneducated.16 Arnold contrasts Colenso’s book with Baruch Spinoza’s 
Tractatus Theologico-Politicus, underlining the fact that Spinoza made 
his doubts known only in Latin, rather than for any vernacular reading 
public.17

These two modes of Arnold’s are indeed grounds for a charge of 
inconsistency. The poetizing mode works straightforwardly as a way of 
legitimating the interest in belief as something other than an end in itself. 
But the doubt-diminishing mode implies that this instrumental capacity 
paradoxically depends on end-in-itself status. If this is true, then expres-
sions of the poetizing mode risk undermining the very thing they seek to 
deploy. Even the doubt-diminishing mode, insofar as it implies that belief 
has something to lose from factual interrogation, runs this risk. It was in 
implicit recognition of these contradictions that the elder Arnold made 
his famous substitutive prediction:

More and more mankind will discover that we have to turn 
to poetry to interpret life for us, to console us, to sustain us 
. . . most of what now passes with us for religion and phi-
losophy will be replaced by poetry.18

When we read the statement in light of Arnold’s previous religious work, 
it is a kind of surrender; the devotional ardor that once made religion such 
a powerful source of solidarity and consolation now (as was always the risk 
with what Arnold called Hebraism) made it too intractable to apply to that 
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task. What remained was literature, the less binding but more pliable thing 
Arnold had sometimes tried to push religion towards.

Afterlives of Christianity as Instrument

If Arnold’s substitution is often read as more triumphant and less elegiac 
than is suggested above, some of this is because it helped launch a dis-
cipline. A few decades later we find I. A. Richards, then overseeing the 
innovations at Cambridge that made English a major discipline, argu-
ing a very Arnoldian case for poetry. “No more can philosophy or reli-
gion,” Richards wrote in the 1926 Science and Poetry, provide adequately 
supple guides to conduct; “all the varied answers which have for ages 
been regarded as the keys of wisdom are dissolving,” where dissolution 
indicates both simple loss and, at the same time, a suggestion that the 
useful moral guide at this point will need to be less rigid, more flexible 
and responsive to new application than those past.19 In a series of books 
written through the 1920s, of which Practical Criticism (1929) is the culmi-
nation, Richards proposed to fill this void through an instrumental appli-
cation of poetry-reading, which Richards thought could train citizens of 
the new world to order their own moral and social lives. The analysis of 
poetry was to become a training for ethically discerning citizenship in an 
increasingly secular mass society.

Why close reading, the practice Richards did so much to establish, was 
so quickly and thoroughly denuded of the purpose in which he dressed 
it is the subject of Joseph North’s Literary Criticism: A Concise Political 
History (2017). North argues that F. R. Leavis, Richards’s more polemi-
cal colleague and the founding editor of Scrutiny, made close reading an 
essentially hierarchical and conservative endeavor, a testing of merits so 
that works might be sorted into a fixed, ideal, canonical order. As such, 
it was something that the subsequent leftward turn in the profession, 
especially including Leavis’s student Raymond Williams, felt the need to 
reject. What remained, North concludes, was a purely descriptive mode 
of scholarship, one that mapped the circumstances of literary production 
and reception but saw no effectual opportunity in those circumstances, 
surrendering any right to “intervene in the culture” as North puts it.20

This judgment readily calls to mind a certain forensic mode of his-
toricism, but as a characterization of Williams and of cultural studies it is 
somewhat misleading. Williams was a fierce critic of detached intellectu-
alism and self-separation. His first book chides Arnold for these qualities, 
and the book left unfinished at the time of his death in 1988 made almost 
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identical castigations of the Frankfurt School.21 Nor did Williams himself 
fail to intervene in culture, whether through advising on the distribution 
of broadcasting and arts funding, robust participation in adult education 
programs, or the authorship of six novels. What Williams did refuse was 
any programmatic curation of aesthetic experience in the literary class-
room. This is the thing North’s book calls for a return to, in the socially 
instrumental form modeled by Richards rather than Leavis’s canon-for-
canon’s-sake revision. This call is compelling. But Williams’s refusal of 
this kind of intervention did not come from an antipathy towards engage-
ment. It came from an opposition to instrumental calculation in advance, 
or from without. The legacy of instrumental approaches to religion, and 
the attached anxiety about appearances of bad faith, explain a great deal 
of this opposition.

It is worth highlighting what it does not explain. A degree of pushback 
from Williams to Richards and Arnold seems inevitable and appropriate. 
The model whereby a group of qualified specialists curate and dissemi-
nate a template culture to an undergraduate body awaiting civilization 
could only have seemed high-handed to Williams, partisan as he was for 
cultural self-determination, especially for working-class and non-English 
Britons. In Culture and Society he notes Richards’s Arnoldian hope for 
an “advance in consciousness,” and, inasmuch as this advance essentially 
means a public coming-round to the point of view of cultural elites, 
Williams is right to read a managerial class hubris. There is also a blunt-
ness in Richards’s causal model, where student in the rough plus textual 
exposure predictably equals morally polished citizen. (North is quick to 
note this as well.) Williams’s criticism is essential: “There is an element of 
passivity in his idea of the relationship between reader and work which 
might in the end be disabling . . . man is always and everywhere more 
than a reader.”22

Improving upon these limitations would not have been short work. 
Recognizing that there were limitations, however, need not in itself have 
invalidated a discipline’s inquest into how the experience of literary 
texts produces actions, commitments, and other kinds of consequential 
response. But Williams’s response to Richards turns the undeniable obser-
vation that instrumental thinking depends on reification—an observation 
which need not be more than cautionary—into a categorical rejection of 
the whole effort: “His characteristic relationship is that of a sole man to 
a total environment, which is seen, again out there, as an object. . . . As in 
Bentham, based on . . . self-protective abstraction . . . the critic does not 
feel himself essentially involved.”23 This sweeping opposition to the calcu-
lative is in fact Culture and Society’s major engagement. In its valedictory 
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conclusion, Williams writes that “in every problem we need hard detailed 
inquiry” but that “to take a meaning from experience and to try to make 
it active, is in fact our process of growth.”24 “Inquiry,” weighed against 
“meaning,” “experience,” “action,” “growth”: this is the same reification 
that Williams helped to point out in Richards and Arnold, only with an 
opposite valuation. The fact that feeling and calculation are not finally 
separable, crucial to Williams’s cultural materialism, ought to have saved 
us from this false choice.

To explain Williams’s hostility to the very ordinary act of calculation 
as anything but a late-romantic hangover, we need to look precisely at the 
terms of his break with Leavis. Culture and Society’s primary objection 
to Leavis is not that he attached too much value to hierarchy but that he 
failed to see aesthetic form and experience in light of the rest of social and 
material life. (If these objections do not seem entirely distinct, it is worth 
noting that Williams put the methodological question before the political 
one and that he turned to a far more hierarchical thinker than Leavis in 
order to solve it.) The vulgarization of modern artistic production that 
Leavis so often complained of, Williams insists, “cannot finally be criti-
cized without reference to a way of life.”

The questions, again, insistently extend. Is the deliberate 
exploitation [of shock tactics in new media] a deliberate pur-
suit of profit, to the neglect or contempt of other consider-
ations? Why, if this is so, should cheapness of expression and 
response be profitable? If our civilization really is a “mass-
civilization,” without discernable respect for quality and 
seriousness, by what means has it become so?25

These questions hint that, as well as failing to explain the social situa-
tion he bewailed, Leavis also failed to grasp its full seriousness. To really 
comprehend the present state of taste, one also needed to understand the 
present conditions of capitalism, democracy, colonialism, and all their 
attached affordances and forms of exploitation. Williams could have 
found a more consequential, less end-in-itselfish sense of artistic value 
in Richards, though Richards could not have supplied the deeply situ-
ated sense of how artistic agency could unfold that Williams was look-
ing for. For this image of art, custom, and practice as always inextricably 
part of a particular “whole culture,” Culture and Society turned elsewhere. 
The book’s introduction proposes the concept of “a whole way of life,” 
and a later section attributes this term back to its originator, T. S. Eliot.26 
Williams’s considerable debt to Eliot is not always recognized now,27 
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perhaps because of the security with which we think of Eliot as right and 
Williams as left. Yet the last of Culture and Society’s three sections reads 
as an extended encomium to Eliot’s cultural commentary, in implicit con-
trast to that of both Richards and Leavis. The robust cultural holism that 
Williams spends this section praising in Eliot reached him at a cost, one 
incurred by a commitment of Eliot’s which he did not share: a form of 
religious spokesmanship that is both quietly instrumental and defined 
by anxieties about the appearance of bad faith, and which begins exactly 
where Arnold, in settling on poetry, left off.

A linkage between Arnold and Eliot is nothing new. Its purpose is 
often to create a straw man, an Eliotic-Arnoldian tradition (often also 
including Leavis) that is essentialist about aesthetic value and that believes 
in “correct” aesthetic response and the possibility of perfectly detached 
impersonal judgment. This sense of Arnold misses the instrumental 
aspect of his work, and Eliot’s later critical writing—more or less every-
thing after his conversion to Anglicanism in 1927—similarly implies 
some functional and local rationale. This implication is particularly strik-
ing, and particularly Arnoldian, in his religious apologetics. In The Idea 
of a Christian Society (1939), Eliot argued that Britain occupied a precari-
ous “neutral” position between Christianity and the more violent cults 
of human authority, and that belief was the only way to save the country 
from turmoil: “If you will not have God (and he is a jealous God) you 
should pay your respects to Hitler or Stalin.”28 After Strange Gods (1934) 
even suggests that the question of which religion to choose is situational. 
Like The Idea of a Christian Society, this lecture sought to demonstrate that 
the moral and cultural integrity of the West depended on traditional reli-
gion. “The right tradition for us,” he avers, “must also be a Christian tra-
dition.” But much rides on this “for us.” Eliot recalls his study of Eastern 
religion at Harvard:

I came to the conclusion—seeing also that the “influence” 
of Brahmin and Buddhist thought upon Europe, as in 
Schopenhauer, Hartmann, and Deussen, had largely been 
through romantic misunderstanding—that my only hope 
of really penetrating to the heart of that mystery would lie 
in forgetting how to think and feel as an American or a 
European: which, for practical as well as sentimental rea-
sons, I did not wish to do.

Eastern religions, it turns out, are perfectly appropriate for Eastern peo-
ple, and disrupting them threatens Eastern collective life in the same way 
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that disrupting Christianity threatens it in the West: “China is—or was 
until the missionaries initiated her into Western thought . . . a country of 
tradition.”29 It is difficult to imagine Arnold's other religious detractors 
suggesting that anyone should not be Christian.

In this moment, Eliot is dangerously close to re-entering the territory 
of Arnold’s practical comparison of Christianity and Judaism. Of course, 
the very banal “practical and sentimental reasons” is a coy understate-
ment, which both hints at instrumental motives and maintains their 
deniability. More largely, the passage works to bar exactly the kind of 
evaluative choice that Arnold staged. On what might still be perceptible 
as instrumental grounds, if one wanted them, one is asked to accept the 
form of devotion that most clearly impinges on one's cultural location and 
to accept it without question: the worldly reasoning which leads to this 
conclusion is itself disallowed.30

This calculated break with Arnoldian calculation31 distends from reli-
gion to literature almost immediately. In his preface to the second edition 
of The Sacred Wood, which gathered his criticism from the early 1920s, 
Eliot insisted that he had written these essays with attention to “poetry 
as poetry and not another thing.” By 1928, however, when the collection 
was re-issued, he had joined the Church of England and had changed his 
mind, allowing literature “something to do with morals, and with reli-
gion, and even with politics perhaps, though we cannot say what.”32 The 
Use of Poetry, which appeared five years later, similarly positions litera-
ture within an effectual model of culture and then asks us not to think of 
it there. Eliot begins by defining “The history of criticism . . . as a process 
of readjustment between poetry and the world in and for which it is pro-
duced.”33 This statement makes the critic a grounded, interested agent, 
working through particular needs and agendas. While we may know 
this in the abstract, however, we are forbidden in our own critical reflec-
tions from asking literature to do anything in particular. Arnold, Eliot 
contends, should have stuck to intrinsic qualitative judgment and never 
raised the issue of poetry’s normative function.34

With regard to both religion and literature, Eliot’s cultural holism 
functions as an assurance that what one is doing matters beyond its spe-
cific milieu but rules out strategic thought about how that larger influ-
ence should be deployed. In After Strange Gods and The Use of Poetry, Eliot 
tried to show the interrelation of literary and philosophical-religious life, 
while also arguing that one thing could not be used intentionally to shape 
or understand the other. In The Idea of a Christian Society, he argued 
the inseparability of a society’s religious life from its manners, political 
norms, and journalistic clichés, while also asking for the strict separation 
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of religious life from political judgment and of at least the more practical 
aspect of political life from theological injunction. Eliot’s final work of 
cultural criticism, Notes Toward the Definition of Culture, was a reply to 
the efforts of the Moot, a discussion group Eliot attended in the late 1940s 
that also included Reinhold Niebuhr, Paul Tillich, and Karl Mannheim, 
and whose purpose was to strategize bases of cultural order for postwar 
Britain as consensus around Anglican Christianity declined. Eliot’s book 
(which he described as an attempt to “blow up the Moot”)35 contends that it 
is impossible to strategize about culture and harmful to try. Engagements 
like education and the patronage of the arts, while crucial to the thriving 
of a society, only worked properly when undertaken according to the log-
ics most immediate and internal to them, and never in concert with a total 
or externally devised social plan.

For Eliot’s purposes, this model was quite effective. On the one hand, 
it allowed him to write as one totally committed to Christianity on its own 
terms—not someone who merely thought it socially efficacious—in a 
way that seems to have been widely accepted by Christian commentators 
(C. S. Lewis, at first a critic of Eliot’s anthropological approach to religion, 
was gradually won over to him during the 1940s). On the other hand, it 
allowed him to remain a credible part of a public discussion of culture and 
the arts whose accepted terms, by the 1940s, were almost entirely anthro-
pocentric. But it came at the cost of a greater-than-necessary prohibition 
against intellectual distancing, an overcorrection which anyone not shar-
ing Eliot's religious project should have felt no need to duplicate. It is 
probably only for reasons of prestige and proximity that the critique of the 
Arnold-Richards-Leavis civilizing project made by Williams and others 
of the New Left generation is essentially Eliot's.

The consequences of this adoption certainly do not seem necessary, 
or even especially fitting, to the original part of Williams’s thought. 
Consider, from the section on Eliot in Culture and Society, this attack on 
one of the most essential scenarios of instrumental calculation about cul-
ture, the design of public arts education: “There are dangers, both to the 
arts and to the whole culture, if the diffusion of this abstracted part of the 
culture is planned and considered as a separate operation.”36 Prior to this 
statement, Williams had been taking strident exception to Eliot's defense 
of class hierarchy in Notes on the Definition of Culture. (Much as The 
Use of Poetry enforces a mental separation between the discourses of art 
and religion, the Notes argue that the habits and roles of separate social 
classes should not be molested through equalizing, centrally planned 
education.) Having made his egalitarian objections, however, Williams 
now agrees with Eliot's ruling, in implied critique of the large-scale 
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educative programs of Richards and Leavis to which he subsequently 
turns. There is every reason for Williams, concerned with the rights of 
working people to speak for themselves, to object to the details of this 
program. The question of representativeness—of how curricular prior-
ity is divided between different class backgrounds, as well as ethnicities, 
gender identities, categories of ability, etc.— was not rigorously met in 
the early days of the Cambridge English Tripos. Williams's efforts in 
adult education also suggest the way in which, snugly contained within 
four years that followed secondary education and preceded employment 
(with exceptions for military service), the supposedly universal template 
of Richards’s citizen-making actually required students to follow a spe-
cific bourgeois biographical itinerary that many might find impossible 
or undesirable. But Williams cuts off ameliorative approaches to these 
issues at the knees. Insofar as a systemic address to them would still be 
“planning,” a “separate operation” from the theatre of experience being 
planned about, it would only reiterate the problem. It would seem to 
change nothing even if the people doing the planning were the same 
ones about to undergo education, since insofar as they were planning for 
the experience and not having it, they would still be “abstracting.” This 
ban on reflection is clearly useful to a religious project like Eliot's (it 
mutes practical claims about religious experience that might otherwise 
compromise it), but in this context it needlessly deprives Williams of a 
strategy on one of his key issues.

Instrumental Thinking at the Present Time

In 1988, Dick Hebdige concluded an essay with the memorable predic-
tion that “banality may just save our lives.”37 Hebdige was replying to a 
critique of cultural studies by one of its authoritative practitioners. What 
Meaghan Morris had meant by “Banality in Cultural Studies” was the 
overriding tendency to designate some facet of popular culture “subver-
sive” but to do so without “a point”—a plausible or detailed explanation 
of how this subversion would unfold in social reality, a calculated guess 
about what its consequences might be or what should be done about 
them.38 Hebdige’s response makes this refusal a virtue. The apparent fat-
uousness or simple opacity of popular culture to university intellectuals 
was in fact a mark of its vital potential, and the scholar had no business 
trying to domesticate it with predictive analysis: one could either help cel-
ebrate movements like punk and dub, about which Hebdige had written 
so passionately in the previous decade, or get out of their way.
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The line from Williams in 1959 to Hebdige in 1988 is easy to draw. 
Eliot's blinkering cultural holism, which assures us that our devotions 
can save the world but asks us not to consider how, continues in the work 
of people for whom allegiance to Eliot would have been unthinkable. It 
would be wrong to say that this inheritance extends to the whole of cul-
tural studies as a disciplinary cluster—Williams’s evasiveness on policy 
questions is corrected in the work of Tony Bennett and Ian Hunter—
though it is broad enough to be worth looking for even in our present 
moment. But I want now briefly to suggest an alternative kind of cultural 
holism, one present if often submerged in certain moments of cultural 
studies, which might be ripe for development now. While mainly lauda-
tory, the Eliot section of Culture and Society notes that Eliot's model of 
culture is less all-encompassing than its author seems to believe. Williams 
quotes at length from the Notes:

Culture . . . includes all the characteristic activities and 
interests of a people: Derby Day, the Henley Regatta, 
Cowes, the twelfth of August, a cup final, the dog races, 
the pin table, the dart board, Wensleydale cheese, boiled 
cabbage cut into sections, beetroot in vinegar, nineteenth-
century Gothic churches, the music of Elgar.39

While this list refuses to imagine high culture in the absence of low, it 
nevertheless neglects whole segments of human activity. Williams goes on 
to broaden Eliot’s definition.

The “characteristic activities and interests” would also 
include steelmaking, touring in motor cars, mixed farming, 
the Stock Exchange, coalmining and London Transport. 
Any list would be incomplete, but Eliot's categories are 
sport, food and a little art—a characteristic observation of 
English leisure.40

Culture, Williams insists, cannot be thought of in merely recreational or 
expressive terms; existing within the same material, consequential world, 
poetry and industry, sculpture and science, are all equally effectual and 
cultural. Indeed a few pages later, just prior to objecting to Richards's util-
itarianism in the deployment of poetry, Williams credits this deployment 
with overcoming a longstanding false opposition: “Nearly all theoretical 
discussions of art since the Industrial Revolution have been crippled by the 
assumed opposition between art and the actual organization of society.”41 
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What, then, if to the legitimating list of “cultural” things above, Williams 
had added the instrumental analysis of culture? If detached instrumental 
thinking about culture is every bit as cultural as what it analyzes, there is 
no reason to assume that the one thing will be disabling to the other.

Such a view would allow a revisiting, or a revision, of the Arnoldian 
position. That position, as we have mentioned, is defined by ulteriority. 
In the “Wragg” example, the aesthetic preference for Greek names or 
pastoral landscapes operates at a different level than the calculation about 
how these preferences can be used politically. The calculation takes the 
form of a rising-above the allegedly more automatic workings of feeling, 
art, and life, and Arnold often imagines this difference between the auto-
matic and the evaluative (in Arnoldian, the “mechanical” and the “criti-
cal”) as a difference between kinds of people. Following Eliot, Williams 
objected loudly to this presumption, which he also found in Victorian 
social reformers and later in I. A. Richards, to treat culture as something 
that could be managed from without: realizing that preconscious com-
mon life was being grossly undervalued by a new technocracy, people 
like Arnold, Elizabeth Gaskell, and George Eliot nevertheless failed to 
grasp its encompassing breadth, their own inescapable position inside 
it. It must be admitted that, in cases including Arnold’s, Williams’s cri-
tique rightly points out an untenable reification. There is no exterior 
to culture, no perfectly detached or objective position one can assume 
with regard to others’ or one's own attachments (recall Arnold on the 
difference between Christianity and Judaism), and the claim to sit in 
abstracted judgment over the more embodied and located stuff of life is 
often a way of pulling rank.

But it needn’t always be. Williams’s hostility to the Arnoldian manage-
rial pose fuses two charges, elitism and reductiveness, which we would do 
better to distinguish. The charge of elitism (you think you can predict about 
culture because you see it more dispassionately than other people) is hard to 
ignore but easy to accommodate. One can only ever present the best guess 
of a situated and compromised observer, and the fact that ulteriority is not 
omniscience, that it is always still partial, needs to be admitted in a man-
ner for which neither Arnold nor Richards are good models. Meanwhile, 
the charge of reduction (you think you can predict about culture because you 
think it’s mechanistic and causally simple) is less easy to disclaim but also less 
disqualifying. All estimations of the results of cultural engagement are 
likely to be reductive. There is reason to think that all causal estimation 
is reductive; in many fields of study, reduction simply names the process 
of isolating the most actionable causes, an act of exclusion which makes 
predictive thought possible. It is only undemocratic when one pretends 
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that it is not happening, that the observer has some categorical epistemic 
privilege over the behavior observed.

More lateral relations between critic and object are a central desid-
eratum of the recent “postcritical” turn in literary study, whose varying 
exemplars include Rita Felski, Toril Moi, Stephen Best, Heather Love, 
and Sharon Marcus. “Critique is ordinary,” writes Felski, in an appo-
site revision of Raymond Williams.42 Critique, in these uses, denotes a 
putatively dominant habit of humanistic scholarship, extending from 
psychoanalysis to Marxism to Foucaultian historicism, whereby the critic 
unmasks the work as the unwitting accomplice or symptom of a structure 
of sinister determination that only the critic can see. This is much more 
negative than the position of cultural engineering taken up by Arnold and 
Richards, though it raises similar issues of detachment and objectivity. 
Inasmuch as critique is real, its claims of root cause involve an unconfessed 
reduction that raises questions of elitism. But it is possible to isolate a sig-
nificant causal dynamic that others have not seen without invoking any 
gnostic dichotomy of truth and false consciousness. Postcritique, mean-
while, has sometimes treated reduction as elitist by definition. In Toril 
Moi’s Revolution of the Ordinary, systematic theory is a problem not only 
because people think it infallible but for the more basic reason that sys-
tematic generalization fails to “respect the awesome powers of ordinary 
language.”43 The effect of prohibition is rather like in Hebdige, thought 
the revolution Moi puts in prospect is, for better or worse, less literal. 
Felski’s apposite phrase, by contrast, works not only as a rebuke to fanta-
sies of detached omniscience but also, and inversely, as a way of allowing 
the practice of assessment-from-a-remove a certain grounded legitimacy. 
Her own work maintains a focus on intrinsic rationales that is reminis-
cent of cultural studies, and is concerned with the conscious motives and 
reactions that bring people to literature rather than consequences of their 
encounters with it beyond the encounter itself. Yet the sociological realist 
in Felski seems at least to allow for tabulations of an instrumental kind.

The fact that criticism is ordinary, that it takes place on the same 
interested and effectual terrain as everything else, ought to help us see 
absolute refusals of the reductive as their own kind of risible academic 
self-abstraction. One major source of postcritique is Bruno Latour’s 
Actor-Network Theory, which Latour leverages against an alleged 
reductiveness in more critically oriented theoretical work. If it is indeed 
true that, in mass obeisance to Pierre Bourdieu, critical humanist scholar-
ship always thinks of the aesthetic as reinforcing inequality and domina-
tion, then the problem is not reduction per se—which would be implied 
in saying that the aesthetic did anything specifiable at all—but fatalism, 
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where all instruments can only do the same thing.44 Actor-Network 
Theory, by contrast, seems to rule out even the most optimistic kind of 
argument about what an aesthetic object does, since it never allows for 
the isolation of any causative agent and instead distributes the causative 
agency for everything everywhere. There is, in Raymond Williams’s 
words on another subject, no right thread to pull. The peculiar irony is 
that Actor-Network Theory is often understood to imply some sort of 
reconciliation between theory and ordinary life, even though everyone 
is constantly engaged in predictions about cultural cause, reductiveness 
notwithstanding.

It is often argued that the point of academic humanism is to offer a 
remove from this practical necessity. The apprehension of multiplic-
ity is a central part of literary scholarship’s self-image, and it is difficult 
to imagine literary pedagogy without the aim of such an apprehension. 
This is perhaps why Latour’s irreducibly textured readings of dynamic 
interaction have been of such interest to literary critics. But anyone seek-
ing to explain why this kind of reading is worth encouraging, or to say 
anything of social or historical consequence about other kinds of reading, 
must approach interaction in a way Latour does not countenance, and 
postulate delimited causes for specified outcomes.

This issue of disciplinary legitimation raises the stakes of instrumen-
tal thinking. In the condition of enforced scarcity that defines so much 
of academic life in the humanities now, what “instrumentality” often 
means is the obligation to tailor research to the stated priorities of exter-
nal funding (there is a slippage here from the premise of application to 
the daily fact of applications), and teaching to the free market of volun-
tary enrollment and the production of future donors. Instrumentality 
might thus understandably be seen as helping to undermine the more 
rigorously intrinsic practices of the discipline (deep aesthetic attention 
and high theory have accordingly come to look similar in their shared 
peril). The erosion of these practices is a dire prospect. But the problem 
is not cause-and-effect thinking itself. It is the (often literally) impov-
erishing values currently used to decide which effects are worth seek-
ing. Defending the intrinsic practices of literary study, meanwhile, will 
mean offering extrinsic rationales for them—for instance in the ethi-
cal and political salience of the skills, knowledge, and dispositions they 
nurture. Literary study is not religion; there is no reason to fear the 
extrinsic.

What does an extrinsic argument about literature actually look like? 
What, to refigure my opening question, would it now mean for literary 
scholars to think of cultural forms instrumentally? In the most active 
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sense of the word, it would mean thinking about how one might use them 
as instruments—created or disseminated or reframed to produce certain 
effects with and through the people experiencing them. This could be as 
bluntly heroic as convincing us to believe in and care about climate change, 
or as melodramatically nefarious as scapegoating a racialized minority 
for some widely felt misfortune. Either effort would depend upon the 
idea that the consequences of form are, at least loosely, predictable or 
retraceable—that one can decipher in advance what kinds of plots and 
characterizations, or rhetoric or rhythm, or frame composition or timbre, 
are going to elicit a given reaction in a given readership under given cir-
cumstances. This less goal-oriented kind of thinking about cultural forms 
as effectual is always involved (or at least assumed) in the more active and 
goal-oriented kind but can also exist without it, and it is in that condition 
that it is likely to yield the most richly ambivalent results. A single book 
may help legitimate terrible violence in one historical moment, and then a 
century later embolden a redress to that same violence.45 The novel of sor-
did wealth may shift the perception of inequality in ways that have little 
to do with either redressing or reinforcing it, just as a change in reading 
or book-buying habits may lighten oppression for some and increase it for 
others. In the abstract, there is no pressing reason to choose between these 
versions of instrumental thinking; some may want to consider how a text 
(or a pedagogical approach to reading in general) could be used toward a 
desired result, while others may prefer exploring what texts do, or have 
done, more neutrally. The crucial point is that the causal determination 
behind either option is possible, and permissible, in the first place.

Work of both kinds is presently being done. Joseph North’s book 
belongs in the first category, and recent scholarship by Timothy Aubry, 
Kimberley Chabot Davis, and Merve Emre, to take a few compelling 
examples, belongs in the second.46 If part of the point of my disciplinary 
prehistory has been to recover a precedent for instrumental assessment 
in Anglophone traditions of cultural commentary, it would be strange 
to think that such work actually required a prehistory to license it. It 
may nevertheless help overcome the sense, still so evident in Hebdige 
in 1988, that we inhibit culture by trying to explain what it does. A 
post-Eliotic holism would afford a conscientiously understood start-
ing point, an actionable but not immodest vantage for evaluating the 
numerous and shifting consequences of any collision of text and reader. 
This assessment would always involve reduction. But reduction is the 
cost of thinking about the unceasing, tortuous, and imperfect process 
whereby culture shapes politics. This kind of thinking sometimes saves 
people’s lives.
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